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Global leadership in today’s context.
Yes, in a perfect world, a global leader masters all psychological, philosophical, geographical, geopolitical and
anthropological elements. A true superman with an excellent global understanding and great experience in EQ and
CQ (emotional and cultural intelligence). Possibly multilingual, sensationally communicative, and equipped with all
relevant tools, including lots of travel- and meeting-time at disposal. Wishful thinking, for sure. Such a person
does not exist.
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connections or travel time). Why otherwise
would a “region” such as EMEA (Europe,
Middle East & Africa) be so popular in
international enterprises? For substantial
global business activities, EMEA makes no
sense, really. Europe is such a diversified

Middle East, maybe, business practices and
cultural behaviours are somewhat similar
between Saudi Arabia across the Sinai to
Morocco. Or are they?
New global business territories
Anyway, Geert Hofstede, another respected
cross-culturist, suggested in his concept
‘Globe’, that there are ten cultural clusters:
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